Knowing the likelihood of collision for satellites operating in Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) is of extreme importance and interest to the global community and the operators of GEO spacecraft. Yet for all of its importance, a comprehensive assessment of GEO collision likelihood is difficult to do and has never been done. In this paper, we employ six independent and diverse assessment methods to estimate GEO collision likelihood. Taken in aggregate, this comprehensive assessment offer new insights into GEO collision likelihood that are within a factor of 3.5 of each other. These results are then compared to four collision and seven encounter rate estimates previously published. Collectively, these new findings indicate that collision likelihood in GEO is as much as four orders of magnitude higher than previously published by other researchers. Results indicate that a collision is likely to occur every 4 years for one satellite out of the entire GEO active satellite population against a 1 cm RSO catalogue, and every 50 years against a 20 cm RSO catalogue. Further, previous assertions that collision relative velocities are low (i.e., < 1 km/s) in GEO are disproven, with some GEO relative velocities as high as 4 km/s identified. These new findings indicate that unless operators successfully mitigate this collision risk, the GEO orbital arc is and will remain at high risk of collision, with the potential for serious follow-on collision threats from post-collision debris when a substantial GEO collision occurs.
Nomenclature
a -semi-major axis e -orbit eccentricity i -orbit inclination MA1 -mean anomaly of satellite one (secondary) MA2 -mean anomaly of satellite two (primary) M -molar mass m -molecular mass ν -orbit true anomaly n = number of moles N = number of molecules = n = Avogadro's number = 6.0221 x 1023 /mol = number of molecules per unit volume = Ω -Right Ascension of Ascending Node (RAAN) ω -argument of perigee P = absolute pressure R = universal gas constant = 8.3145 J/mol K -encounter (screening threshold) radius T = absolute temperature = Average time between molecular collisions V = volume
The current public space population
Since 1957, the US Space Surveillance Network has been detecting, tracking, cataloguing, and identifying artificial objects orbiting Earth. In their public catalogue [3] , these objects include both active (9.6%) and inactive (14.6%) satellites, spent rocket bodies (11.5%), and fragmentation debris (64.3%) [4] . The 26 Aug 2017 public space catalogue maintained by the JSpOC contains 1,366 RSOs which traverse this same GEO ± 100 km altitude range, of which 888 are inactive and 478 are active as defined by the SATCAT on CelesTrak [5] .
4.1.
Identified sources of debris in GEO Debris smaller than one metre are typically produced by disintegration, erosion, collisions, detachment of coatings and paint flakes, accidental or intentional mission release, accidental fragmentation such as fuel tank explosions, intentional fragmentation from antisatellite vehicle testing, and particles released by solid rocket motors firings as well as leaked coolant. Observations of the current GEO space population indicate that a number of GEO fragmentation events have already occurred. Accompanying the data shown in Fig.  1 , Flegel [6] states, "To this day, only two fragmentation events have been officially confirmed to have occurred in geosynchronous orbits (Johnson et al. 2008) . Oswald et al. (2006) lists a total of 21 additional suspected GEO anomalies from which eight were introduced into the MASTER-2009 population as fragmentations." Krag et al [7] concluded that "The GEO and GTO [6] .
The few GEO space population estimates we do have are derived from space debris surveys [9] as shown in Fig. 2 . Such debris survey data has been incorporated into space population models such as NASA's ORDEM model and ESA's MASTER 2009 Model [10] .
Recent methods [11] allow the assembly of space catalogues consistent with current space population models and that are representative with what is believed to be orbiting the Earth down to arbitrarily-small size. These were employed to create the characterizations shown in Fig. 3 (GEO ± 100 km) and Fig. 4 (GEO-200km through GEO+800km). The breakdown of debris sizes in Fig. 3 is consistent with Krezan et al [ 12 ] , who estimated based on NASA-WISE data there are between 1,036-3,060 debris fragments greater than 10 cm, and 35,458-157,956 fragments greater than 1 cm.
The aforementioned 1,366 GEO objects comprise only 4% of the estimated 33,239 GEO-crossing objects larger than one centimetres (Fig. 3) [13, 14] . Having only a four percent awareness of one's space situation is viewed by many as insufficient.
A consistency check of the Fig. 4 results with Fig. 2 can readily be performed by ensuring that the ratio of "correlated" (or contained in the public RSO catalogue) blue bars to "uncorrelated" (or unrepresented in the public RSO catalogue dimmer than visual magnitude 15) red bars matches in the two estimates.
From ESA's debris survey ( Fig. 2) , adding up the digitized bars yields 314 correlated detection ("Frequency") occurrences (blue bars), 105 uncorrelated detection occurrences (red bars brighter than Vmag 15) and 297 untracked detection occurrences (red bars dimmer than ≈ Vmag 15). This yields a ratio of trackedto-untracked detections of 419:297 or 1.41. Defining the scale factor of total (active and inactive) tracked objects to tracked and correlated objects as: (1) where is the (unknown) fraction of uncorrelated objects that are active. Parametric evaluation of from 0.0 to 1.0 yields 1.52< <1.96 (avg. of 1.82). By comparison, when our estimates (Fig. 4) were created (2016), there were 1,712 RSOs ≈ ≥ 1 m (GEO-200 to GEO+800 km) in the public catalogue with 466 active. From Fig. 4 , there are 3,344 RSOs larger than 10 cm and (3,344-1,712) = 1,626 estimated to be between 10 cm and 1m. This yields an equivalent ratio of public-tountracked detections of 1,712: 1,626 = 1.0529. This compares very favourably with the ratio of 1.0572 obtained from analysis of public-to-untracked detections in Fig. 2 . [15] . 
GEO S/C dimensions and orientation (Dan)
When assessing collision likelihood, it is critical to properly incorporate the overall size, shape and attitude of the two space objects at the Time of Closest Approach (TCA). Satellites come in all shapes and sizes, and GEO satellites are no exception. A popular GEO satellite (which also is currently one of the largest) is the Boeing 702 bus shown in Fig. 5 [16] , whose length is comparable to the wingspan of a 737 aircraft [17] as shown in Fig. 6 .
The Boeing 702 bus is 42 m in length, and roughly 6 to 8 meters in width and height, discounting the four extended parabolic dishes. The likelihood of collision is directly proportional to the cross-sectional area presented by each satellite to the other one. As will soon be discussed, a GEO satellite's typical north/south alignment ( Fig. 7) couples favourably with the typical relative motion approach angle (Fig. 8) ) to minimize the likelihood of a collision. Fig. 9 , Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 contain to-scale orthogonal views of the Boeing 702 bus in its typical orientation onorbit. For the purpose of this paper and based on the dimensions of this satellite as portrayed by Fig. 11) , a "collision" with an assumed 2m spherical debris object is defined to be a close approach within half of the Boeing 702's roughly 8m cross-sectional dimension viewed north/south (i.e., radius of 4m) plus half of the 2m debris object's diameter, for a total allowable miss distance of 5m. This 5m number represents our assumed lower limit for combined hardbody object size for the remainder of this paper. 
Characterization of GEO close approaches using
JSpOC Conjunction Data Message repository While this paper is primarily focused on assessing the average likelihood that an active GEO satellite will generically "encounter" (or specifically collide with, if the encounter screening radius matches the combined hardbody radii of the conjuncting objects) another GEO satellite, an interesting by-product is that much can be gleaned from statistically characterizing the close approach data obtained from operational conjunction assessment systems. Further confining the conjunctions to occur within ±100 km of GEO altitude (i.e., a radius magnitude of 42,064-42,264 km) yielded 402,950 remaining conjunctions, with the largest miss distance at TCA of 363 km. Discarding all "in-fleet" conjunctions (because the operator presumably will ensure they don't hit themselves) left conjunctions. There were no secondaries screened with ephemerides.
This entire set of 353,161 CDMs will be used later to characterize the number of encounters as a function of miss distance using JSpOC data.
But for the following section, we want to characterize actual GEO collision risk conditions by further restricting miss distance to be less than 10 km at TCA (yielding 34,001 CDMs).
6.1.
Close conjunction statistics As just discussed, GEO spacecraft can be extremely long in comparison to their other dimensions. But collision probability depends in large part upon the crosssectional area that the primary satellite presents to the approaching collision threat object. Therefore it is imperative to understand the orientation of GEO spacecraft relative to approaching collision threats. In preparation for examining this, we define "encounter angle" Ω as shown in Fig. 12 . Using this encounter angle Ω definition, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show that while encounter angles can range anywhere from 0° to 180°, the preponderance of them (median value) is around 86°, contrasting with a median encounter angle of approximately 35° in LEO as shown in [20] . This indicates that "broadside" conjunctions (and collisions) are the most common mode in GEO, which is consistent with the satellite size discussion from the previous section and also makes sense given that the slightest "relative inclination" between the GEO active satellite and a conjuncting satellite or debris will introduce a predominant north/south relative motion as was shown above in Fig. 8 . Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 characterize close approach relative velocity at TCA as a function of longitude and inertial right ascension, respectively. The longitudinal dependencies are evident in that the active GEO satellites being screened are only occupying certain longitudinal bands (e.g. North America and Europe/Middle East/Asia). While the longitudinal dependency (Fig. 15) indicates increased conjunction likelihood near the Earth's gravity wells at 75° E and 105° W, it is unclear how much of this is due to recurrent debris at the gravity wells versus the fact that the 292 GEO satellites for which we receive CDMs are simply located near those gravity wells, leading to potential misperception of more (or less) collision risk. With its distinctive sinusoidal shapes and high relative velocities, it's worthwhile to forensically examine the constituent secondary objects which in aggregate lead to Fig. 16 , as shown in Fig. 17 . Note the conjunctions having relative velocities higher than 3 km/s.
The type of secondary orbits comprising these conjunctions is shown in Fig. 18 . This is a complementary breakdown of GEO collision risk to that contained in Fig.  1 of Anderson/Schaub [18] .
The GEO ± 100 km altitude-crossing orbit population in today's public catalogue is depicted in Fig. 19 , with volumetrically-enhanced spatial density representations in Fig. 20 . The camera viewpoint of Fig. 19 is in the X-Y plane of the inertial frame, looking directly down the Xaxis (i.e., from the vantage point of inertial right ascension = 0°). In Fig. 20 , the yellow vector points toward an inertial right ascension = 0°, and the magenta and green vectors point to -60° and +60° degrees in right ascension, respectively. From these figures it can be seen that the ensemble of ascending nodes occupied by the inclined debris fragments is centred at 0° spanning ±60°.
This range of ascending nodes represents the collective third-body perturbations-induced evolution of the inclination vector in phase space about an ascending node of 0° and inclination of 7.3° as explained by Chao [19] and profiled by Nazarenko [20] (Fig. 21 , updated in Fig. 22 ). That there is no apparent dependence of relative velocity upon longitude (Fig. 15 ) is consistent with Soop [21] . Evolution of the inclination vector in its 53-year cycle is responsible for the sinusoidal relative velocity trend below 800 m/s in Fig. 17 , since orbit inclination for debris objects decreases the further right ascension of the ascending node is from 0°. To see this more clearly, we employ the "ring method" to assess relative velocity and orbit inclination of catalogued objects that pierce an equatorial altitude ring centred on GEO altitude, as a function of right ascension of the piercing location, yielding Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 . Note that when using TLE mean orbital elements in the ring method, those elements can be used to calculate mean radius at the ascending and descending nodes, but this must then be converted to osculating radius (Eqn. 29 of [37] ) via:
which simplifies at ascending and descending nodes to:
where is the zonal gravity coefficient , =attracting body's equatorial radius, =semi-latus rectum, =eccentricity, =inclination, =true anomaly, = argument of perigee. The plus sign corresponds to the ascending node and minus sign to the descending node. All independent variables are mean orbit elements (i.e. prior to addition of the ∆ perturbations in the conversion from mean to osculating).
Note the direct correlation of the sinusoidal trends in relative velocity caused by debris orbit inclination of the piercing debris. Fig. 23 Relative velocity of catalogued objects piercing a GEO ± 100 km ring vs right ascension. Fig. 24 Inclination of catalogued objects piercing a GEO ± 100 km ring vs right ascension.
RAAN ≈ 0°±60°
Relative velocities up to 3.2 km/s in Fig. 17 (extracted from actual JSpOC CDMs for conjunctions < 10 km) are consistent with [22] but contrast starkly with observations of Hansen/Sorge [23] , whose year-long conjunction data set suggested relative velocities would not exceed 1 km/s. These high relative velocity secondaries were found to be from the 400 GTO and high-eccentricity debris category. This may, at least in a number of cases, invalidate a key conclusion in [23] that "This reduced lethality resulting from lower encounter velocities … will have the effect of decreasing the risk."
The relative velocity between GEO and GTO orbits, depicted in Fig. 15 , Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 by a horizontal green line, was assessed as shown in Fig. 25 as a function of orbit inclination and GTO perigees of 300, 400, and 500 km with apogee set at GEO altitude. The Hohmann transfer velocity vectors at various inclinations were then differenced from the GEO velocity vectors to obtain the relative velocities as portrayed in Fig. 25 below. Fig. 25 Relative velocity between GEO equatorial satellite and GEO-conjuncting GTOs with 300, 400 and 500 km perigee altitudes.
6.2.
Collision rate multiplier accounting for nonbroadside conjunctions As justified in the previous section, we will be assuming a collision with a one metre radius (presumed spherical) debris fragment will occur at a miss distance at TCA of five metres. This allocates a cross-sectional radius of four metres for the primary satellite. Using this combined five metres distance, collision rates will be estimated.
The CDM statistics of Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 allow a further refinement of this single miss distance-based collision rate estimate. Since collision probability scales approximately linearly with cross-sectional area, we can construct a simple area blending function with independent variable η, the angle between the relative velocity vector and the primary's long axis (inertial Z-axis direction). For a Boeing 702 satellite with a roughly 6 x 8 m cross-section viewed along the north/south direction and roughly 42 x 6 m as viewed along the east/west direction, with cos : (1) Spatial density, or flux-based, methods [8, 24, 25, 26, 32, 35, 40] . In this approach, a fluxbased Annual Collision Probability (ACP) approach is employed to estimate collision likelihood. (2) Encounter rate characterization via numerical simulation approaches [27, 28, 29, 32, 30] . (3) Operationally-based close approach statistics [34] . As will soon be discussed, while the spatial density/flux method may be an effective collision likelihood estimation tool in the LEO regime, the method is likely ill-suited if not potentially fatally flawed for GEO collision rate analysis due to the high flux variability in altitude, longitude, latitude and even inertial right ascension. Typical analyst assumptions that the primary satellite flies thru a static, positionally-uncorrelated density of "other" objects is also likely flawed in the GEO (synchronous) regime.
Methods #2 and #3 are problematic as well, because direct estimation of average collision rate via numerical techniques would require too massive a quantity of samples (e.g. from a Monte Carlo simulation or from operational conjunction assessment results) in order to obtain a statistically-relevant ensemble of collision data. As an extreme case, consider that a Monte Carlo conjunction run sufficient to reliably estimate the likelihood of a collision occurring between two 1U CubeSats (i.e., two cubes, each sized 10 x 10 x 10 cm) may have to cover an analysis span of millions of years (by which time the simulation conditions have substantially changed, nullifying the estimate).
External research to date relevant to GEO collision likelihood and encounter rate estimations
Other researchers have attempted to quantify GEO collision likelihood or at least to characterize the relationship between encounter radii and encounter rates.
Since the log (#annual encounters) vs log(miss distance) plot format has proven useful in the LEO regime [39] , we will use that format for characterizing collision and encounter rates throughout this paper. As was mentioned in the introduction, these characterizations will be "normalized" to 167 SDA Big 4 satellites for comparative purposes; the accuracy of such a normalization is discussed later. Without normalization, relevant external research is captured in Fig. 26 .
In this section, the focus is to extract any/all relevant collision likelihood estimates in order to map those estimates into an SDA Big 4 set of 167 satellites and today's GEO active satellite and debris population. 
8.1.
GEO collision likelihood external research First, external research into the likelihood of hardbody collision is examined. To help reduce the number of plots (and page count) of this paper, all such external research to estimate GEO collision likelihood is amalgamated into Fig. 29 . A quick examination of this figure shows that there is at present much disagreement regarding GEO collision risk.
Aerospace Corporation 2004
Peterson [29] generated 87 weeks of conjunction assessment statistics for more than 400 active GEO satellites, with 130,000 resulting conjunctions, to characterize residual (unmitigated) collision risk as a function of data quality in " Figure 4 " (Fig. 27 of this paper). Per correspondence with Peterson, he stated that both of his figures ( Fig. 3 and 4 ) correspond to the "active satellites-on-all" case, contrary to his last paragraph of the previous methodology section, "The primaries consisted of all objects (satellites and debris)…".
Peterson varied collision probability avoidance manoeuvre threshold for various combinations of primary and secondary object accuracy to assess "total risk per satellite over a 10 year mission". Peterson astutely noted that convergence of the various orbit quality combinations let him to identify the probability of collision if no avoidance action were taken (equalling the total 87-week collision risk result).
The author stated that in 2004 there were 465 (225+300-60) active satellites. In 2005, there were 938 RSOs passing through a GEO±100 km shell (from which 473 inactive RSOs must have "passed through GEO (938-465). In 2017, using that same GEO shell-passing filter, there are 478 active and 888 debris RSOs.
He assumed a 10m hardbody dimension (i.e., radius of 5m) for the primary satellite, with the secondary object size derived from an internal satellite size database (which presumably defaults to 6.673 m for debris [31] ), for a total combined hardbody radius of 8.34 m.
His 
Duncan Steel, blog posts, 2015
This researcher has authored a number of blog posts to estimate collision likelihood in both the LEO and GEO regimes. In [32] , he presented results obtained from two estimation techniques.
In his analysis he assumes that all controlled objects in GEO will not collide with each other.
For the remainder of the collision risk, he took a selfdescribed crude approach in computing the probability of a GEO satellite encountering a Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) object. He considered a geocentric sphere with radius equal to the distance of the geostationary band (approximately 42,000 km). Such a sphere would have a surface area of 4πr 2 (2.217 * 10
). By estimating the combined cross-section of the conjuncting satellites to be 100 square meters (circle of radius 5.642m), projecting this area on to the sphere's surface twice per GTO orbit, and considering such an orbit will have a period less than one sidereal day (perhaps about 15 hours), he arrived at an encounter rate for a single GTO versus a single GEO. It is our assumption that the author uses the term "GTO" to represent any high-eccentricity GEO-crossing satellite. Assuming 888 GTO satellites traversing the GEO ± 100 km altitude range conjunct with 167 GEO satellites (5.642 meter radius each) the resulting encounter rate ( 
As will be demonstrated, this rate is low and out of family with most other results, perhaps because GTO tracks are not uniformly distributed about the geocentric sphere. By design, GTOs will only cross a very narrow equatorial band on the sphere; therefore the entire sphere's surface area should not be considered.
Without explanation, he also states that by examining the TLE catalogue for INMARSAT-5F2 conjunctions, the net collision probability per square meter per year is 3.06 * 10 . Applying the same methodology as above with an area of 150 square meters (circle of radius 6.91m) we arrive at the annual value ( 
Based on his two analyses he concludes that collision probability is so low for GEO active satellites against GEO debris that it is unreasonable to deorbit (i.e., to supersync) GEO satellites at their end of life. However, one need only examine the pie chart breakdown of the JSpOC operational conjunctions detected ( Fig. 18 ) to see that non-GTO collision likelihood comprises a large percentage of existing CDMs.
SwissRE report, 2011
This online publication [24] includes analyses later published in [8] . This characterization of the likelihood of collision in GEO employs a KGT (spatial density or flux) technique. Specifically, the author's Fig. 6 of [8] (Fig. 28 in this paper) characterizes per-satellite annual collision likelihood for equatorial GEO active satellites. In correspondence with the author, he used a cell size of 736km x736km x 400m with an area of 100 m 2 and a relative velocity of 500m/s.
As the author states, the collision hazard … produces a probability of collision that is lower than previous calculations. As will be shown, this collision likelihood estimate is among the lowest of any method examined herein. By digitizing this curve, evaluating the Pc (from the curve) for 416 current GEO equatorial satellites, and properly combining the results, an annual likelihood of 5.47931 * 10 was obtained, which can be mapped to 167 SDA satellites ( 
8.2.
GEO encounter rate external research Next, relevant external research characterizing how encounter rates vary with miss distance is examined. To help reduce the number of plots (and page count) of this paper, all such external research to estimate GEO collision likelihood is amalgamated into Fig. 34 .
MIT/Lincoln Laboratory reports, 1999 and 2001
From LeClair [27, 28] As of 26 August 2017, the number of GEO-crossing (GEO±200 km) objects totals 480 active GEO satellites and 1037 inactive debris objects. Accordingly, the LeClair estimated 50 km encounter rate can be approximately mapped to the SDA Big 4's 167 S/C and today's GEO debris and active satellite populations (data point) as: 
Aerospace Corporation 2004
Ailor and Peterson [29] similarly characterized the number of encounters that a single GEO active satellite is likely to experience in one year of operations in Fig. 3 of that paper (Fig. 31) here. This trend was obtained by conducting conjunction analysis of over 400 GEO active satellites against the public TLE catalogue over an 87-week simulation period. Digitizing that curve and again scaling by the following yields 
Indian Space Research Organization, 2017
Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) currently has 23 operational spacecraft [33] in Geostationary (GEO) and Geosynchronous (GSO) orbits. Kannan, et al [34] , listed all encounters within 5 km for those operational GEO/GSO spacecraft for approximately 22 
8.4.
Deimos/ESA Spatial Density-based estimate Sanchez-Ortiz, et al [35] , evaluated conjunctions of two spherical objects, the first (primary) with a radius of two meters and the other (secondary) with a one meter radius. For the GEO case in Figure 28 (in [35] ), the authors indicate that a GEO satellite will experience 3 encounters per year per satellite having a collision probability of 1*10 . Each of the objects was assumed to have a 1-sigma variance of 2.5 km in all directions, from which we have inferred a miss distance of 5.64 km. Mapping their estimated average encounter rate of 3 per year per satellite to the 167 SDA satellites of interest in this paper results in 501 encounters per year. In like fashion, the 5 encounters they estimated corresponding to a 1*10 collision probability maps to 835 encounters per year. These are denoted, "Deimos/ESA 2014 GEO global" in Fig. 34 ,. We were not able to infer a miss distance associated with 1* 10 or 1* 10 because a zero miss distance with variance 2.5 km for a 3m combined radius only produces a probability of 3.6*10 . 
8.5.
NASA-WISE study The NASA Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) increased the current catalogue of known debris by radiometrically measuring debris in near Earth orbit [12] . Based on this revised debris estimate, the total collisional rate in the GEO belt was estimated. Although not specified, it is our interpretation that the collision rates depicted in their Figure 5 (shown here as Fig. 33 ) were for today's active GEO population (478 satellites) against debris. Their simulation timespan of 5 days yielded the number of conjunctions occurring within that timespan as a function of screening distance. [30, 36] have done extensive investigations into on-orbit evolution and dynamics of fragments introduced into the GEO arc. Their focus has been primarily to characterize that motion, and subsequent collision risk, as a function of longitude.
University of Colorado study Anderson and Schaub
As part of (and a precursor to) that study, they conducted a 5-year macroscopic congestion forecast "using a minor radius of 100 km and the GEO debris population in the 08/28/2013 TLE data set to evaluate current levels of background noise in this ring." They assumed that controlled satellites would maintain their designated longitudinal slots, while the 750 uncontrolled debris objects would be propagated forward freely in time.
In preparatory comments to the main GEO longitudinal fragmentation dynamics characterizations which are the focus of their research, the authors anecdotally state that "controlled satellites in the longitude slots neighbouring the gravitational wells are subject to 6-10 near-miss events per day at a distance of 100 km … and a maximum of 1-2 near-misses per day at 100 km."
The insights of these preparatory comments were incorporated into Fig. 34 , "Anderson/Schaub 2014 1-10x/day" by simply selecting the two bounding limits (i.e., a low value of 1 and a high of 10), and scaling via: # 1 10 167
.
( 1 4 ) Fig. 34 Relevant external research characterizing estimated encounter rate, mapped to 167 "SDA Big 4" satellites and today's JSpOC catalogue containing 1,366 GEO±100 km-crossing RSOs.
Material and methods: Encounter rate evaluation fundamentals
As noted above, there are three basic approaches to assessing encounter rates; within the encounter rate simulation category is the volumetric encounter rate method developed by the authors [37, 38] . Although this volumetric encounter rate approach was not originally designed for synodic, correlated relative motion (i.e., geosynchronous orbits), nevertheless it is instructive to review this approach to gain a better understanding of what drives encounter rates as a function of miss distance.
As presented in our LEO encounter rate characterization paper [39] , in order for two satellites to "encounter" each other to within a specified miss distance, the product of two linear relationships leads to a squared relationship:
- An alternate, simplified way to think about it is that for two objects to collide, they must be on trajectories that can collide, and they must both transit that collision region at the same time. So the two constituent sub-relationships are:
1. Increasing linearly admits more RSOs having encounter potential with neighbouring altitude bands 2. When encounter potential already exists, increasing linearly increases encounter rate
Yielding:
Fig. 35 Encounter geometry in mean anomaly space (representing constituent likelihood on a unit sphere).
9.1.
Equivalences between encounter rates and "time between molecular collisions in gas dynamics & relationship As was previously shown, encounter rate in higherdensity, non-synodic (non-GEO) regimes approximately varies in proportion to the encounter screening radius. This aligns perfectly with Kinetic Gas Theory (KGT), which holds that the likelihood of molecular collision can be determined from [8, 40] :
where is object spatial density (# per unit volume), is relative velocity in distance per unit time, is the collision cross-sectional area of the object at risk, and Δ is the amount of time the object of interest is transiting the spatial density volume.
As noted in [8] , this expression can be readily simplified by expansion. From [41] ,
And for small values of x, the expression for becomes: Δ ( 1 8 ) From [42] , the mean time between collisions is found by setting =1:
The formulation in [35] at first appears different: ( 2 0 ) Where is Annual Collision Probability, is the flux of orbiting objects (number of object passages per unit area and year) with sizes in the range of . But defining: (Fig. 36) . Fig. 36 Demonstration of encounter rate proportionality to R using the Iridium constellation (LEO).
9.2.
Where the encounter rate proportionality to relationship falters The mean anomaly space can be thought of as a "nonradial" space akin to a unit sphere representation. The linear relationship in mean anomaly space (Fig. 35) is essentially inviolate since the elliptical conjunction area in this space will shrink or expand linearly with R .
However, the same cannot be said of the other constituent linear relationship, which is the propensity to admit satellites in neighbouring altitude orbits in the local vertical direction (both up and down) linearly as R is increased. Fig. 37 shows how the number of RSOs in the vicinity of the Iridium orbital altitude varies as a function of altitude. The horizontal blue bars denote increasing R values, which approximately admit neighbouring RSOs in a linear fashion due to the roughly homogenous, stable, relatively high-density LEO regime. In fact, using the PDF of neighbouring RSOs, it is possible to determine how this linear relationship needs to be altered such that when multiplied by the mean anomaly space exponent, encounter rate can properly be mapped by an exponent of R as shown in Fig. 38 . It can be seen that the exponent ranges from about 1.9 to 2.0 for up to R 50 . In stark contrast, a PDF of the GEO regime resembles a "razor edge," whereby spatial density drops away relatively quickly once the selected R .value extends away from the populated GEO arc as shown in Fig. 39 . This altitude range is driven by the ranges in semi-major axis and eccentricity as was characterized in Figures 4 of [43 ] . As was done for the LEO case, we can again determine the density of neighbouring GEO RSOs (Fig.  40 ) and accompanying R exponent (Fig. 41) . 41 contains a seminal result, in that these exponents allow us to extrapolate GEO encounter rate trends in a justifiable manner, both in the local region (i.e., within 10 km using an average exponent of 1.85) as well as when more than 20 km away (i.e., using an average exponent of 1.2). These two exponential mapping relations will become important shortly.
Potential pitfalls of using flux-based methods to
estimate encounter rates While using a flux-based Pc assessment approach in LEO should provide a reasonable estimate in a reasonably homogenous environment (i.e. perhaps in the thickest portion of LEO, steering clear of Sun-synchronous orbits), the non-homogeneity elsewhere in LEO and in GEO (with synchronicity and an extremely thin operating shell) and sensitivity to binning size may make flux and spatial density assessment approaches unreliable for the following reasons:
(1) GEO flux (spatial density) depictions fail to capture the GEO-dominating temporal synchronicity, relative motions and interactions of primary and secondary objects in GEO, including gravity well oscillations, etc. (2) GEO flux is spatially a strong function of both longitude and inertial right ascension, yet there is no way to accommodate this. Further, it is worth noting that at least three types of spatial density depictions currently exist in space debris and space population models:
-One-dimensional spatial density (i.e. as a function of altitude, Fig. 42 ) has been used by analysts for many years [44] to attempt to assess collision probability; -Two-dimensional spatial density (by altitude and latitude, Fig. 43 ) is currently implemented in both the NASA ORDEM and ESA MASTER models; -Three-dimensional spatial density (e.g., by altitude, latitude and longitude or inertial right ascension, Fig. 44 ) as used in AGI's spatial density depictions [45] and the DREAD tool [68, 69] ; The MASTER Model 2009, like its NASA ORDEM companion model, are derived from a combination of historical, empirical (laboratory), simulation and predictive events. In both MASTER and ORDEM, 2D spatial density as a function of altitude and latitude is categorized as a function of debris source/type (explosion fragments, collision fragments, LMRO, NaK droplets, SRM slag, SRM dust, paint flakes, ejecta, and MLI, as well as meteoroids), altitude and latitude. Spatial density, in turn, can be used (and occasionally misused) to derive collision rates.
In the above 1D and 2D functional representations, note that spatial density variations are not accommodated or recognized in either right ascension or longitude. As a 3D spatial density plot readily illustrates (Fig. 44) , there is in fact a strong dependency on these "clocking" angles, due to the net perturbative trending (long-duration) that occurs in GEO.
Ultimately, each reduction below three dimensions in the level of spatial density functional dependency (i.e., 2D and 1D) causes more information content to be lost. As is commonly known, such "averaging" can dramatically lower spatial density peaks and raise the spatial density valleys. From the standpoint of trying to assess encounter rates or likelihood of collision, this may be an undesirable consequence.
IAC-17,A6,2,4,x39125
Page 19 of 37 Note that this non-latitude-averaged peak is dramatically more pronounced than the 1D depiction indicates. Fig. 44 A sequence of 3-Dimensional spatial density depictions of the public catalogue, including the redencircled plus-up of the Iridium/Cosmos event. Such a non-longitude-averaged peak is much more pronounced than either 1D or 2D depictions could possibly indicate.
Validity of prorating encounter and/or collision likelihood by active and inactive satellites
In the previous sections, we've characterized collision and encounter rate estimates from external researchers by mapping their results into our desired 167-satellite "normalized" set of satellites. To do this mapping, we've prorated (i.e. scaled) their results by the ratio of active GEO satellites of interest to active GEO satellites those researchers assumed. We further mapped their results by the ratio of GEO debris of interest, to GEO debris analysed by those researchers.
But this mapping approach may not be valid, especially where small GEO sample sizes are concerned. For example, several of the referenced papers [32, 34] used GEO active satellite sample sizes of one and twenty three, respectively. While it is gratifying to see that these undersampled results are in family with many other approaches, caution should be exercised when trying to draw conclusions from these results. Another form of undersampling is time-based; for example, while the "AdvCAT evaluation of notional stationkept GEO active satellites" (presented below) uses a reasonably sized set of 167 satellites, the conjunction timespan is undersampled because it only covers 23 days.
We can actually test whether such a prorating technique works by applying it to a large quantity of satellites (i.e., 292 satellites from the eighteen GEO operator set of JSpOC CDMs). Since the 250,495 CDMs for the 167 SDA satellites of immediate interest are embedded within the 292-satellite, 353,170 CDM set, this gives us "ground truth" which can be used to assess prorating technique percent error incurred, as shown in Fig. 45 . This figure shows that a 20% error is not uncommon when using this prorating technique. It also shows that the resulting trends (and accuracy of the mapping technique) become more unstable as the sample size shrinks, i.e. is undersampled. Fig. 45 Effectiveness of "prorating technique" used for mapping disparate collision and encounter rate profiles.
Theory and calculation: Six internally-developed techniques to estimate GEO collision likelihood and encounter rates
We now introduce six independent approaches and use them to estimate the likelihood of a GEO collision and associated encounter rates. Results from all of these methods are amalgamated into Fig. 60 .
This methods are: 
Method 1: Statistical evaluation of JSpOC CDMs
For this first method, we used the same 3.066-year JSpOC 353,170-CDM GEO unique TCA dataset (aggregated over eighteen GEO operators) assessed above to characterize encounter rate variation as a function of miss distance. This can be readily accomplished for any set of operational or simulated conjunction events using a miss distance binning (counting) of the number of unique TCAs (out of the 250,495 CDMs corresponding to the 167 SDA satellites of interest) within each miss distance bin (e.g., Fig. 30 ). Such binning yields the "green dots" profile shown in Fig. 46 . These dots are cumulatively added to obtain the red line shown in Fig. 46 and Fig. 47 . Fig. 46 Assembly of JSpOC CDM-based "cumulative annual GEO unique encounters" trend in log/log space. Fig. 47 Assembly of JSpOC CDM-based "cumulative annual GEO unique encounters" trend in log/log space.
Using the newly identified power law relationship for GEO, the empirically-derived red lines can then be extrapolated as shown in Fig. 48 . This trend line is also labelled "JSpOC unique conjunctions from CDMs, 2014-2017" in Fig. 60 . This extrapolation down to collisionrelevant miss distances using an exponent of 1.85 yields an annual likelihood of collision for our chosen 167 SDA satellites of 0.0021 (Fig. 49) . Extrapolation to the right uses the precomputed exponent of 1.2. Another interesting conclusion that can be drawn from this JSpOC CDM-based empirical dataset is that the quantity of conjunction alarms generated also follows that same power law (i.e., with exponent ≈ 1.85).
Accounting for unmodelled manoeuvre effects, crosstagging, operator range transponder biases of up to 15 km, a potential lack of sensor and observing site diversity and lagging orbit determination updates and uploads, current systems typically face total relative primary-to-secondary uncertainties of 10 km or more. In order to adequately protect one's spacecraft from such errors, this should require satellite operators to manoeuvre whenever the miss distance at TCA is less than (10 km + some margin). This FDS conjunction processing and manoeuvre rate is denoted by the red circle superimposed on the JSpOC red trend line, indicating thousands of conjunction events must be evaluated by FDS with 4,203 manoeuvres annually.
In stark contrast, one can envision a system that ingests much larger quantities of diverse observational data, relies on a much more diverse set of observing sites and sensors, incorporates participating operator manoeuvre plans and solves non-cooperatively for any others, generates realistic covariances and operates on a more responsive orbit determination, processing and distribution timeline. In this case, it should be possible to reduce the relative positional errors for each conjunction pair down to around 500 metres. This dramatically reduces the number of identified collision threats from 4,203 to only ten. The remaining 99.8% of the identified collision threats from the 10 km conjunction assessment system are false alarms.
One such futuristic SSA system is AGI's Commercial Space Operations Center, or ComSpOC. ComSpOC [45, 46, 47, 48] is fully operational today, providing satellite operators with timely, actionable and decision-quality SSA data for their avoidance manoeuvre planning process, thereby separating serious collision events from numerous false alarms. One can observe that the SDC 1.0 encounter rate line is 29% lower than the JSpOC CDM line at the 10 km miss distance, rising to 44% lower at 1 km. Additionally, the SDC 1.0 trend line varies more from the "log-linear" trend above 1 km. Likely causes for this artefacts are:
(1) The SDA operators rely on SDC conjunction reports to identify collision risks and preemptively avoid them. In so doing, the amount of close conjunctions are reduced in the SDC dataset. (2) 
Method 3: Encounter volumetric assessment
A volumetric approach [37, 38] was developed as a planning and characterization tool to estimate the possibility and frequency of satellite encounters with other satellites and debris objects for a prospective orbit regime. The encounter volume is defined by an ellipsoid that is constant in size, shape, and orientation in the satellite's Radial-In track-Cross track (RIC) frame and is used to rapidly estimate the average rate of encounters one can expect as a function of orbital regime, catalogue size, and encounter radius. This is used to estimate the number of times a circular equatorial satellite at geosynchronous altitude satellite will encounter objects from a space object catalogue. STK/AdvCAT was used to independently confirm estimates generated using this technique.
This method was used to estimate the annual number of encounters between SDA Big 4 167 actives and the public catalogue dated 17 November 2016 ("Volumetric method" in Fig. 60 ).
Method 4: 0.1° longitude parametric AdvCAT
sampling In this method, all possible 0.1° longitudinal stationkeeping boxes were sampled by introducing a fictional satellite at the centre of each box (e.g., 179.95° W, -179.85° W, …, 179.95° E) and using System Tool Kit's Advanced Conjunction Assessment Tool (AdvCAT) function to assess the annual number of conjunctions observed as a function of longitude and screening radius ranging from 1 km to 200 km. This analysis was performed by holding all 3,600 fictional satellites in the centre of their respective boxes (i.e., Keplerian motion with no drift allowed). All 435 active GSO satellites were then removed from the public TLE catalogue of 17 Nov 2016, and the remaining objects propagated for 18 months to reflect a full drift cycle about the gravity wells.
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Screening was conducted for the period from 4 Dec 2016 to 4 June 2018. The raw results are shown in Fig. 51 . These trends match very well quantitatively with those of [18] and qualitatively with their Fig. 3 of [50] . As well, the ratios evident in the raw 100 km line (Fig. 53 ) match well with the "factor of seven" increase between gravity well risk and away from gravity wells, discovered by McKnight [8] . Applying a 3° longitudinal moving average filter to the raw data of yields Fig. 54 .
To estimate encounter and collision rates using this technique, each of the filtered trend lines in Fig. 54 were evaluated at the longitudes occupied by each of the SDA Big 4's 167 satellites, and then the number of annual encounters was aggregated across those 167 satellites to produce the desired encounter rate trend line ("AdvCAT Parametric Longitudinal Sampling" in Fig. 60 ). 53 AdvCAT parametric collision likelihood assessment height is similar to SwissRE flux-based approach, but peak-to-valley ratio of over thirty is much larger than the factor of seven originally noted in [8] . 
Method 5: Stationkeeping box cycle emulation
This method again uses AGI's AdvCAT module to detect conjunctions. But in this method, TLEs for the 167 SDA satellites are specifically constructed such that each satellite is placed at its starting extent of its stationkeeping cycle and "flown" thru the cycle for a period of 23 days. The longitudinal placement of these 167 satellites is as shown in Fig. 55 , where the Earth's gravitational GEO resonance-induced rate-of-change for semi-major axis is also depicted.
The 23-day AdvCAT analysis timespan was selected from Fig. 58 as the typical minimum stationkeeping cycle duration. This allows a majority of satellites to fly thru the full extent of their stationkeeping box occupancy, while keeping the satellites within their box. But we caution that this 23-day timespan may likely under-sample the resulting encounter rate statistics.
Against these 167 specially-constructed TLEs, a TLE catalogue from 1 October 2015 was assessed for conjunctions using AdvCAT over a 23-day timespan. The resulting cumulative trend of the number of encounters as a function of miss distance ("AdvCAT stationkept unique conjunctions" in Fig. 60 ) was obtained by upscaling AdvCAT results via:
Suitability of SDP4 propagator for modelling of the GEO stationkeeping cycle. We first confirmed that the SGP4 semi-analytic propagator does include the requisite C 22 /S 22 (tesseral) gravity resonance effects [51] necessary to adequately model east/west perturbations. In SGP4 it is contained in variable "FASX4" in routine DSPACE. Using SGP4 to propagate the specially constructed TLEs for the GEO active satellites produced longitudinal motion as anticipated ( Fig. 56 and Fig. 57 ). 
Method 6: Simplistic ring assessment method
The ring approach is somewhat similar to the volumetric approach. An equatorial ring is created at geosynchronous circular orbit altitude with a prescribed width (Fig. 59) . A count is performed of all the times in a year that space catalogue objects pass through the ring. Assuming uniform random spacing of the GEO active satellite along the ring, the probability of that satellite being at a specific spot on the ring is simply defined as: # 1 365.25 day 1
As with the volumetric approach, STK/AdvCAT was used to independently check this technique. Fig. 59 "Ring" method determines collision likelihood from all catalogue orbits crossing an equatorial GEO±10 km planar ring.
Debris orbit, crossing equatorial plane within prescribed GEO circular orbit altitude "ring" GEO ± Δaltitude equatorial "ring"
Ascending node
Application of the ring method using a GEO±10 km planar ring and TLE catalogue from 17 November 2016 yields the "AGI simplistic ring method" point in Fig. 60. 
Surveys & anecdotal accounts of suspected collisions
Collisions in GEO are quite infrequent, and even if one knew precisely which few GEO collisions have occurred, it would be academically impossible to draw a statistically significant likelihood of collision conclusion from such an undersampled dataset. Nevertheless, it's likely that unverified indications of GEO collisions have occurred:  GOES-13 -22 May 2013 at λ = 74.6° W [52] -Micrometeoroid or space debris hit solar array arm [53] -Returned to normal operations on 6 June 2013  MeteoSat8 -22 May 2007 at λ = 3.5° E [54] -Damage sustained in a radial thruster pair -Hypothesis: micro-meteorite or space debris collision -Redundant systems, able to serve as in-orbit backup  Express-AM11 -28 March 2006 at λ = 96.5° E [55] -"Failed due to sudden external impact" -"The cause most probably was space garbage of unknown origin" -Sufficiently intact to send it into a graveyard orbit  In a recent technical exchange between GEO spacecraft operators, an operator acknowledged that one of their satellites had a collision with a small fragment (either micrometeoroid or debris) in the last ten years, even though the event was not publicly announced.  There are indications of many other GEO satellite failures and breakup events as shown in Table 1 .
Some wonder how it could be possible that a GEO collision wouldn't be announced and/or acknowledged by a satellite operator. Wouldn't we know if and when a GEO collision has occurred, since operators routinely and transparently share such collision/anomaly info? The reality is that many practical things could prevent transparency regarding a potential collision event in any orbit regime, to include implications to satellite insurance rates, stock holder and/or investor concerns, political considerations, cultural inhibitions, customer confidence, and commercial services competition.
Overall GEO active satellite collision likelihood
Overlaying CSSI methods 1 -6 yields Fig. 60 . Extrapolating CSSI methods 1-5 to hardbody collision relevance (again using an exponent of 1.85) and adding all identified relevant external research yields Fig. 61 , providing a coherent assessment of collision likelihood and encounter rate trend lines for 167 SDA satellites against the current public RSO catalogue.
Combining our estimates of the space population ( Fig.  3) with scale factors and / estimated previously, the 167-satellite profile in Fig. 61 can be approximately mapped to other conditions as follows, where is the likelihood of collision (for all collision-relevant results) with a miss distance of 5 m for 167 satellites vs today' s public catalogue:
(1) All public 478 actives GEO ±100 km satellites vs public catalogue (Fig. 62) ; /
(2) All active GEOs vs all tracked RSOs (Fig. 64) ;
All active GEOs vs all RSOs > 20 cm (Fig. 66) ;
167
( 2 7 ) (4) All active GEOs vs all RSOs >1 cm (Fig. 68) ; 478 167 , (28 Fig. 62, Fig. 64, Fig. 66 and Fig. 68 show the resulting mapped encounter rate log/log trends using the above mapping relationships.
Based upon observed relative velocities ( _ s ranging from nearly zero up to 4 km/s, coupled with breakup modeling incorporating low-velocity accommodations, we identified debris larger than 20 cm as being potentially capable of generating tertiary debris fragments sufficiently large to spawn follow-on (cascading) collisions. This was the motivation for Case (3) above, "All active GEOs vs all RSOs > 20 cm" case (Fig. 66) .
Case (4), "All active GEOs vs all RSOs >1 cm" (Fig.  68 ) is significant in that collisions with 1 cm objects are commonly thought to have the potential to terminate the satellite mission. While this is commonly held as a demarcation for LEO collisions, we suspect that the higher relative velocities here may warrant using 1 cm object size as a conservative limit for GEO as well.
The inverse of these resulting averaged annual likelihoods of collision yields the average time between collisions (in years) as captured by method in Fig. 63, Fig.  65 , Fig. 67 and Fig. 69 . The above estimates have been extensively averaged, both in time, longitude and inertial right ascension dimensions. Our results (Fig. 53) confirm those of McKnight [8] which indicate that the likelihood of collision near the gravity wells is as much as seven times larger than away from them. In fact, we can now multiply the median value of the eight clustered collision likelihood results of Fig. 61, Fig. 62, Fig. 64 , Fig. 66 and Fig. 68 by the profile contained in Fig. 54 normalized to an average value of 1.0 by the summation of profile heights extant at each of the 167 SDA satellite longitudes, obtaining Fig. 69 .
Collision risk=Likelihood * Consequence
This paper so far has been solely focused on assessing the average likelihood that an active GEO satellite will generically "encounter" (or specifically collide with, if the encounter screening radius matches the combined hardbody radii of the conjuncting objects) another GEO object. So far we have steadfastly referred to the likelihood of a collision (rather than "collision risk"). But ideally we would also like to assess collision risk, where:
Likelihood of a collision occurrence is a straightforward concept to grasp with little room for disagreement. Collision consequence, however, is open to interpretation. The following are some typical collision consequences one might adopt:
(a) A collision between one or more massive objects which renders the operator's mission orbit unusable (due to the large quantity of fragments posing high secondary collision likelihood with the operator's remaining orbit constellation); (b) A collision between one or more massive objects which renders the operator's mission orbit operationally untenable (i.e., too operationally challenging to manage, due to the high analytical and Space Situational Awareness costs of identifying collision risks and repeatedly manoeuvring to avoid them); (c) A collision with a mission-critical satellite which renders it ineffective or dead, causing the mission to be degraded or fail; All of the above definitions of "consequence" are appropriate and legitimate, depending upon the circumstances. But for the purpose of illustration here, the first definition (generation of many debris fragments, e.g., > 10 fragments) is adopted.
But how does one know how many fragments will be generated?
Explosion and collision events cause fragments to be ejected at velocities up to a few kilometres per second in extreme cases. But unlike almost all LEO collisions, GEO relative collision velocities are well below "hypervelocity impact" conditions. As shown in Fig. 17 , a GEO conjunction relative velocity of 796 m/s is commonly observed corresponding to the conjunction of equatorial with 15°-inclined debris. Other relative velocities of 1450 m/s can be observed extending up to , most likely stemming from the conjunction of geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO)
The often-cited 40 J/g catastrophic threshold of Energy-to-Mass Ratio (EMR, in Joules of impactor energy divided by mass of the target in grams) commonly used in low-fidelity hypervelocity fragmentation estimator models [61] is not a precise breakpoint between catastrophic and non-catastrophic collisions. McKnight [62] suggests instead adopting > 35 J/g for complete catastrophic collision where fragments' mass distribution follows a power law, a "transition zone" of 15-35 J/g for complete breakup where fragments' mass distribution follows an exponential curve, and <15 J/gm for "disruption."
A fragmentation event stemming from a nonhypervelocity collision is further complicated by the "plastic deformation" of the colliding materials. McKnight [62] states that "at relative velocities below the speed of sound in the material (i.e., 6 km/s for aluminium and steel), resultant breakup effects can range from rigid body dynamics, to simple elastic deformation to plastic waves (complex deformation, tears and some fragmentation), to hydrodynamic scenario (with little momentum transfer and extensive fragmentation)." This wide range of phenomena and resulting fragmentation types introduces a high degree of uncertainty in the resulting fragmentation field for a nonhypervelocity collision, with still greater uncertainty in imparted fragmentation velocity and direction.
The "Dark Horses" -Highly-Elliptical Orbits and Debris-on-Debris
Despite the above comprehensive internal and external research findings and debris surveys, the results of this paper may still be missing some of the greatest GEO environment collision risks: conjunctions with currently untracked or poorly maintained HEOs. As stated in [63 ] , "The space debris environment in the medium Earth orbit (MEO) region has not been systematically investigated so far and is thus largely unknown." HEOs are often "very difficult to observe optically around the perigee due to visibility constraints and the high angular velocities" [ 64 ] . Sensor coverage volumes are often ill-suited and not optimized for covering such a wide altitudinal variation that HEOs demand.
Some of these HEO debris fragments originated from HEO explosions. As stated in [65] , "Since 2000, 42 out of the 90 non-deliberate, on-orbit explosions occurred in HEO, resulting on average in 26.9 observable objects across a large inclination range."
Unfortunately, we've also seen in Fig. 17 that such encounters exhibit the highest relative velocities (in excess of 3,000 m/s) of all GEO conjunctions, thereby posing the greatest risk of doing environmental harm to the GEO belt.
A recent survey of HEOs [66] is consistent with [63] in that the survey indicates that "… there might well be a significant number of objects, possibly some population of debris, orbiting in Molniya-like orbits. An image of an inclined HEO object conjuncting crossing the GEO belt is shown in Fig. 71 . The other "dark horse" of GEO collision risk is debris-on-debris. Note that all of the assessments contained in this paper are based upon either (a) the currently-tracked RSO population, or (b) space population models that contain what we infer the current RSO population to be down to 1 cm object size. The moment that we have a significant collision in either GEO or the neighbouring GEO disposal orbit, these estimates will all change. McKnight [67] is conducting research into the risk of debris-on-debris collision for massive LEO objects. We advocate that the same be undertaken for the GEO belt to better understand the latent debris-on-debris risk.
Consequence of GEO collision
While the consequences of collision between two Boeing 702-class spacecraft are not fully known, it is fairly apparent that such an event could cause irreparable damage to the "prime real estate" known as the geosynchronous arc. Considering that even a low relative velocity collision of 800 m/s corresponds to a collision at nearly 1800 miles per hour, coupled with satellites that are not designed to be materially robust in a collision, it's easy to envision a large debris field stemming from such a collision event.
The Debris Risk Evolution and Dispersal (DREAD) tool [68, 69] employs incorporated fragmentation event breakup models (including the NASA Standard Breakup Model) to determine the likelihood of post-collision (or explosion) fragments putting other space assets at risk as a function of time. The NASA Standard Breakup Model has been altered slightly to incorporate the sparse research [ 70 ] that has been done regarding nonhypervelocity fragmentation. Based upon that model, the result of a collision between a large active GEO satellite and a dead GEO satellite inclined at 15° could resemble that as shown in Fig. 72 .
Aggregating this time-dispersing fragment risk cloud over a twenty-eight hour analysis timespan yields Fig. 73 . Note how much of the GEO arc is placed at risk from this collision -a clear indication that all GEO satellite operators must use accurate, timely and actionable safety-of-flight data and procedures in order to protect and preserve the precious and financially lucrative GEO orbital arc. Note that collision and encounter rates in graveyard orbits (> 235 km above GEO altitude) are also of concern because a high relative velocity collision (i.e. > 3 km/s) could also generate much GEO-crossing debris.
Mitigation approach w/SDC 2.0
The US Government maintains the only public catalogue of objects in space and makes it available through the Joint Space Operation Centre (JSpOC) in the form of Two Line Elements (TLE) and performs Conjunction Assessments (CA) for commercial operators. The current public Space catalogue today contains 16882 objects, 1300 of which are active LEO or GEO satellites.
One of the limitations of the JSpOC model is that CA is performed using the Special Perturbations catalogue for both primary and secondary objects. While TLE and SP data can be sufficiently accurate for debris, JSpOC Batch Least Squares and their lack of manoeuvre modelling leads to large errors when fitting orbits to actively-manoeuvring satellites.
Inmarsat FD has observed differences in orbit of up to 30 km between O/O ephemeris and the TLE/SP catalogue. This limitation can be mitigated by sharing the orbital ephemeris including planned manoeuvres with the JSpOC. The conjunction assessment is then performed compared to the SP database and the ephemeris provided. However the ephemeris is used without the ability to combine or calibrate the operator ranging data with the JSpOC observations. The Space Data Association (SDA) was formed in 2009 by the world's leading satellite operators with the mission to improve safety of flight via sharing of operational data and promotion of best practices across the industry. In partnership with its chosen technology provider, Analytical Graphics Inc. (AGI), the SDA developed the Space Data Center (SDC). SDC is a platform that ingests flight dynamics information from the member companies as well as other available sources of space object information to provide conjunction assessment and warning services.
From the previous sections it will have become clear that the collision likelihood at GEO is higher than has been publicized by the insurance industry, due to the vast amount of small, untracked objects, not included in publicly available catalogues.
The SDA recognises the need to improve current CA systems and together with AGI is rolling out the SDC 2.0 system, which will alleviate gaps in three main areas: 1) Tracking smaller objects, down to 20 cm in size 2) The ability to fuse and calibrate operator ranging data with independent sensor data, removing delays and other biases 3) Warnings based on estimated actual probability of collision, using realistic covariance information, accurately predicted future orbital ephemerides and non-spherical hardbody shapes
The SDC 2.0 will use a fully independently generated debris and satellite catalogue of RSO down to 20 cm in size with system performance level requirements provided under a binding service level agreement with the SDA using multiple phenomenologies (optical and radar).
The system provides the ability to calibrate operator ranging data with independent sensor observations and combine the observations and ranging data to achieve the highest level of orbital accuracy.
More and more of today's GEO satellites are using electrical propulsion with 80mN thrusters instead of a more conventional 10 N thruster normally used in a CPS scenario to give adequate separation. It used to be sufficient to perform a Collision Avoidance Manoeuvre (CAM) 12 hours prior a Conjunction Assessment, but with an electrical satellite, three days is needed.
Fundamental to an effective avoidance strategy is the need for every satellite operator to be warned in advance of an accurately-predicted conjunction likelihood or probability of collision, using realistic covariance data and an accurate prediction of the future orbital ephemerides, rather than relying on a distance threshold alone.
As executive members of the SDA, Inmarsat and SES believe the SDC 2.0 will provide more effective means of mitigating a predicted high risk conjunction and reducing the number of false alarms, keeping the space environment safe for current and future use.
Conclusions
Results indicate that a collision is likely to occur every 4 years for the entire GEO active satellite population against a 1 cm RSO catalogue, and every 50 years against a 20 cm RSO catalogue. This means that unless operators successfully mitigate this collision risk, the GEO orbital arc is and will remain at high risk of collision, with serious follow-on collision threat from post-fragmentation debris should a substantial GEO collision occur.
Further, previous assertions that collision relative velocities are low (i.e., < 1 km/s) in GEO are disproven, with GEO relative velocities as high as 4 km/s identified.
Operators can address these grave concerns by deliberate pooling of best-of-breed SSA data to obtain timely and actionable conjunction warnings. The new SDC 2.0 embodies the concept that the best SSA data set is "ours" (i.e. the fusion of the best-available allsource SSA data). This includes aggregation of satellite operator and tracking networks' observations, orbit determination in a common framework using an advanced orbit determination approach, ingestion and propagation thru GEO satellite operator manoeuvre plans, and tracking and SSA on much smaller objects than are in the current JSpOC public RSO catalogue Six internal and 11 external independent techniques were used to assess this. The six internal GEO assessment techniques introduced in this paper offer new and comprehensive insights into GEO collision likelihood that are well-aligned with each other. Additionally, we characterized relative velocities, encounter angles and secondary RSO categories for three years of predicted GEO active satellite conjunctions.
Some GEO collision likelihood estimates were as much as four orders of magnitude higher than previously published by other researchers. Critically, we found that the simplistic flux and spatial density assessment methods failed to account for the synchronicity, high spatial variability and time-varying dynamics of this orbit regime, yielding erroneous results.
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